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PRESS RELEASE - London, Wednesday 1st of April 2020.  
 

 
INBOUND CAPITAL’S CLIENTS EDTX ANNOUNCES THE SUCCESSFUL 
MERGER WITH METEN EDUCATION GROUP AND CAPITAL INCREASE  

 

Inbound Capital congratulates EdTechX Holdings Acquisition Corp. (NASDAQ:EDTXU) warmly 
for the successful closing of its merger with leading Chinese private company Meten International 
Education Group, and for the successful fund raise of development capital, despite the COVID-
19 adverse conditions.  

The merger combines EDTX - the world’s first listed Education technology and services SPAC (*) 
- with the market leader in English Language Training (ELT) in China (Meten China) and its digita 
platform (Likeshu), to create METEN EDTECHX listed on Nasdaq under METX.  

This landmark education technology deal represents the largest ever Edtech deal for a UK or 
European company.  

Since the deal’s inception and up until the merger, Inbound Capital has played a key role across 
the entire process. First as lead advisor on the fund raising for the SPAC’s Sponsor Group then as 
outsourced Investor Relations for EDTX for its listing on Nasdaq (October 2018) till now.  

In addition to its proven equity story expertise, Inbound Capital has provided EDTXU with critical 
strategic investor targeting in the UK and on the Continent, leveraging its superior network.  

Thanks to its equity lobbying skills, EDTX has also featured in major Thematic research reports 
and was invited to speak at high profile investor events by leading equity franchises (e.g. 
Citigroup, Barclays).  

"We have hugely appreciated working with Inbound Capital, who has played a key role from the 
start of this process as fund raiser for the Sponsor group to actively promoting EDTX to investors 
since IPO and to bringing quality institutions into the final transaction. We hope to do more 
together in the very near future!." - Benjamin Vedrenne-Cloquet, CEO & Co-Founder EdtechX.  

(*) Special Purpose Acquisition Company  
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About Inbound Capital  

Inbound Capital is an independent, FCA regulated advisory firm offering bespoke investor 
solutions for Small Caps pre- and post-IPO. As an outsourced Investor Relations specialist, 
Inbound Capital offers second-to-none Equity Story expertise and a unique ability to leverage a 
trusted network of investor and analyst relationships. For Start-Ups, Inbound Capital has a proven 
fund raising expertise including a financial modelling edge, marketing materials expertise and a 
strong network of HNWI and family offices.  

 

Contact Information  

David Chermont – dchermont@inbound.capital  
Clemence Cachet-Fournier – ccf@inbound.capital  
Website: www.inbound.capital  
EdTechX Holdingx Acquisition Corp – www.edtechxcorp.com  

 


